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Details of Visit:

Author: adg
Location 2: E1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 20 Dec 2011 9pm
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 260
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.seductivecrystal.com/
Phone: 07983268423

The Premises:

A pleasant, quiet 1st floor flat a few minutes walk from Aldgate East Tube Station. Easy to find and
in a safe area.  

The Lady:

Just occasionally you meet an escort with a stunningly beautiful face below the ?250 per hour mark.
Sometimes you meet an escort with a perfect body. To find both in Central London these days
makes Crystal a rarity indeed.

The Story:

Sometimes in this hobby you just strike lucky. While I had spotted Crystal before, I had assumed
that she was only involved in Webcam work. Only when I placed a reverse booking on that site that
must not be mentioned here did I realise that she occasionally escorts in London as well as
providing other less 'hands on' services. A little research, a question on the Punternet forum and I
made a booking with her a couple of days after she flew in from her Caribbean Island home. Soon
after I made a second booking....which is the booking I am reviewing.
Crystal is truly stunning. An inch or two under 6 feet of physical perfection. While the photos are
accurate, (especially those on her personal website), none of her photos available on the internet
show what I consider her best features (although everything else is great) - her almost permanent
smile and her stunning almond eyes.
In down time Crystal is cool, relaxed and confident. She speaks with a fairly strong (and extremely
sexy) accent. While I have only had a couple of short meetings with her, she would make a perfect
companion for any length of booking.
What happened during our time together? Sorry, but I am just not prepared to discuss too much
except to say that she smells and tastes as great as she looks and everything was top class. 90
minutes of continual highlights.
As I left her flat, it was raining quite heavily. By the time I got back to the tube station I was soaked.
After 90 minutes with Crystal I didn't care in the slightest.
Will I return? For as long as`she remains on the London scene.
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